UNIT 11

SEEING IS BELIEVING

The straight line, a respectable
optical illusion which ruins many a
man. (Victor Hugo)
OPTICAL
ILLUSIONS
WHAT ON EARTH
HAS HAPPENED?

Step 1
The STARTER section sets up the theme
of the unit with a series of optical illusions.
You are supposed to
find them (p86).
Step 2
The OPTICAL ILLUSIONS section focuses
on the present form of the modals of
probability. In this section the focus is on
must/may/could/might/can't for
probability.

The first presentation covers the present
modal forms
must/could/might/can't + infinitive, the
continuous infinitive form (modal + be + ing), and the use of the verb look like.

The second presentation covers the
past modal forms
must/may/could/might/ can't + have +
past participle.

GRAMMAR CORNER
•must and can't = the logical conclusion of a situation (must = logically probable,can't = logically improbable)
•may/might/could = probability in the present or future
•modal + perfect infinitive = degrees of probability in the past
•modal + have + been + -ing = (She must have been joking.)

The straight line, a respectable
cal illusion which ruins many a
Read tasks 1 and 2 then (T 11.1). Go through the LANGUAGE FOCUS, focusing on the sample sentences.
man.
(Victor Hugo)

Step 3
The FACT or FICTION section gives you the opportunity to practise the modals of probability in response
to widely-held beliefs on a range of subjects. Try to think about what to say on task 1 statements. Listen and
check your ideas (T 11.2).
Do task 2 on grammar and speaking in your notebooks. You will need to use the continuous infinitive forms
in some of the responses. Accordingly, go back to exercise 4 in the Grammar Spot on p86.
Step 4
T 11.5 (p88) is focused on reading and listening simultaneously. Task 2 checks your understanding on the
use of the modal verbs.

REVISING
Workbook Unit 11
Exercises 1-3 Modal verbs of probability – present
Exercises 6-7 Modal verbs of probability - past
Exercise 5 Continuous infinitive

MODAL VERBS OF PROBABILITY
We use the following modal verbs to speculate about the present and the past:
must - to express a strong conviction that something is/was true
may/might/could - to express a possibility that something is was true
MODALS OF PROBABILITY are
may not/might not - to express a possibility that something is/was not true
modal auxiliary verbs which express
can't - to express a strong conviction that something is/was not true
We use :
• modal + infinitive without to to speculate about unlimited present time.
He must work very hard.(= I'm sure he generally works very hard.)
They can't have a lot of money. (I don't think they generally have a lot of
money.)
• modal + be + - ing to speculate about something happening at the moment.
They may not be having fun. (= I don't think they are having fun. )
She could be thinking about her test. (=It's probable that she's thinking about
her test.)
• modal + have + past participle to speculate about the past.
They might have got lost. (=Perhaps they got lost.)
Emma must have been very upset. (=I'm sure she was upset.)

degrees of certainty. In other words,
they describe a fact or situation that
is definite, probable, possible, or
impossible from the speaker's point
of view.

Our perceptions are fallible.
We sometimes see what isn't there.
We are prey to optical illusions.
Occasionally we hallucinate.
We are error-prone.

Mind the trap!
(Carl
The negative of must is can't, not mustn't.
He can't be French. (=I'm sure his parents are both from Wales.) NOT mustn't be.
He started to work five minutes ago. He can't have finished already! NOT mustn't
have finished.

Sagan)

Fill in each gap using must or can’t.
1. Why is that man looking around like that? He________________ be lost.
2. That woman _________________ be a doctor! She looks far too young.
3. John always fails the tests, even though he’s clever. He_________ study enough.
4. The food is really good at that restaurant. They___________ have a great chef.
5. Who’s that at the door? It _____________ be Susie – she’ll still be at work now.
6. This _____________ be John’s house. This house has a red door, and it’s number 24, just like he said.
7. Julie _____________ have much money, or she would buy a new car. Her old one is falling apart.
8. He _____________ be at work now, can he? It’s nearly midnight.
9. What a lot of lovely flowers you have! You _____________ really like gardening.
10. David _____________ drink a lot of coffee. He’s finished two packets already this week!
11. This _____________ be Jamie’s coat. He’s very tall, and this is tiny.
12. Her life _____________ be easy. She has four children and very little money.
13. Where’s Lucy? She _____________ be at the library, as she often goes there at this time.
14. This bill _____________ be right! £50 for two cups of coffee!
15. Emma’s amazingly good at the piano. She _____________ practice a lot.
16. The car in front is driving so slowly that I think they____________ be looking for something.
17. You’ve already eaten enough for three people! You___________ still be hungry!
18. This book _____________ belong to the library. It’s certainly not mine.
19. It only takes three hours to fly from London to Sydney? That _____________ be correct!
20. There _____________ be something wrong with the fridge! It’s making a very unusual noise.
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